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Abstract—Complex data can be grouped and interpreted in many different ways. Most existing clustering algorithms, however, only

find one clustering solution, and provide little guidance to data analysts who may not be satisfied with that single clustering and may

wish to explore alternatives. We introduce a novel approach that provides several clustering solutions to the user for the purposes of

exploratory data analysis. Our approach additionally captures the notion that alternative clusterings may reside in different subspaces

(or views). We present an algorithm that simultaneously finds these subspaces and the corresponding clusterings. The algorithm is

based on an optimization procedure that incorporates terms for cluster quality and novelty relative to previously discovered clustering

solutions. We present a range of experiments that compare our approach to alternatives and explore the connections between

simultaneous and iterative modes of discovery of multiple clusterings.

Index Terms—Kernel methods, non-redundant clustering, alternative clustering, multiple clustering, dimensionality reduction
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE goal of exploratory data analysis is to find structure
and interesting patterns in data, and to summarize,

organize, and/or extract information from data. Many of
these goals can be formulated as clustering problems, but
existing clustering methods are often not sufficiently flexible
to cover the range of desired data analytic goals. In particu-
lar, most clustering algorithms find only a single partition-
ing of the data [1], but data items can often be grouped
together in several different ways for different purposes.
For example, face images can be grouped based on their
pose or on identity. Given the same medical data, what is
interesting to physicians might be different from what is
interesting to insurance companies.

Clustering algorithms are generally based on some
notion of cluster quality and/or some notion of similarity
among data items. Each such criterion has a particular bias,
and given that “Different classifications [clusterings] are
right for different purposes, so we cannot say any one classi-
fication is best” [2], users of clustering are often compelled
to try a variety of different algorithms. It would be desir-
able, however, to capture this goal of diversity formally,
and optimize directly for diversity within an algorithmic
framework; this may provide a more systematic exploration
of the range of alternatives.

Our approach is built on spectral clustering, which,
relative to traditional clustering methods, has two major
advantages in the multiple clustering setting. First, spec-
tral clustering captures a flexible notion of cluster shape
which is not restricted to convex or homogeneous
clusters, a particularly useful feature when attempting to
discover multiple clusterings. Second, as we show here,
the standard spectral clustering objective function turns
out to be closely related to the Hilbert-Schmidt indepen-
dence criterion [3], a general measure of nonlinear
dependence. This same criterion can be used to capture
a notion of alternativeness or non-redundancy of cluster-
ings. This motivates our general optimization-based
framework that combines cluster quality and diversity
criteria into a single optimization functional.

1.1 Related Work

Although the literature on clustering is enormous, there has
been relatively little attention paid to the problem of finding
multiple non-redundant clusterings. There are two general
ways to find alternative clustering solutions: one is to find
multiple solutions simultaneously and the other is to find one
alternative solution given known clusterings iteratively.

An early paper on alternative clustering was by Gondek
and Hofmann [4], who suggest finding an alternative clus-
tering via conditional information bottleneck. This approach
is dependent on distributional assumptions. Bae and Bailey
[5] utilize “cannot-link constraints” imposed on data points
belonging to the same group (as defined by a previous clus-
tering) and agglomerative clustering in order to find an
alternative clustering. Both the information bottleneck
approach and the agglomerative clustering approach are
designed to find a single alternative solution given an exist-
ing one. In general, however, there may be more than two
alternative clustering interpretations. Cui et al. [6], [7] devel-
oped an iterative approach that was not dependent on a
specific clustering algorithm and that can find multiple
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alternative views by clustering in the subspace orthogonal
to the clustering solutions found in previous iterations.
They directly address the problem of finding several (more
than two) alternative clustering solutions by iteratively find-
ing one alternative solution given the previously found
clustering solutions. Davidson and Qi [8] also developed an
approach that was not dependent on a specific clustering
algorithm. They represent the existing clustering as a matrix
of distances and obtain an alternative distance metric by
retaining the left and right singular vectors and taking the
inverse of the singular values of the original distance
matrix. In [9], they suggest preserving properties of the orig-
inal data while searching for alternativeness by minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the original data
and the transformed data subject to the constraint that the
sum-of-squared error between samples in the projected
space with the means of the existing clusters is smaller than
a pre-specified threshold. Dang and Bailey [10] finds an
alternative clustering that preserves data characteristics by
maximizing the mutual information between the new clus-
ters and data at the same time as minimizing the alternative
from a reference clustering.

Simultaneous approaches, on the other hand, discover
multiple alternative solutions jointly. Caruana et al. [11]
generate a diverse set of clustering solutions by either ran-
dom initialization or random feature weighting. These solu-
tions are then “meta-clustered” using an agglomerative
clustering based on Rand index for measuring similarity
between pairwise clustering solutions. Jain et al. [12] find
two disparate clusterings simultaneously by minimizing a
sum-of-squared objective for the two clustering solutions
while at the same time minimizing the correlation between
these two clusterings. CAMI [13] simultaneously discovers
two disparate clusterings by optimizing for cluster quality,
quantifying these criteria by maximizing the likelihood of
Gaussian mixture models and minimizing the mutual infor-
mation between them. The method [12] is based on K-means
and CAMI [13] is based on Gaussian mixtures; both are thus
limited to convex clusters. Dasgupta and Ng [14] obtain
multiple clustering views by using each eigenvector in stan-
dard spectral clustering for each view. Poon et al. [15] for-
mulated a probabilistic latent pouch tree model for
selecting features in each clustering solution. Guan et al.
[16], Mansinghka et al. [17], and Niu et al. [18] formulated
nonparametric Bayesian models to learn multiple cluster-
ings and features in each clustering solution.

Another line of work which is related yet different from
the general direction of the methods in the above two para-
graphs is that of subspace clustering [19], [20]. The goal of
subspace clustering is to discover clusters hidden in high-
dimensional spaces, where each cluster is embedded in its
own subspace. It is similar to our work in that the broader
definition of subspace clustering allows samples to belong
to multiple clusters and is also concerned about discovering
quality clusters that are non-redundant vis-a-vis the other
clusters [21], [22]. However, the main distinction between
subspace clustering and this paper is that, here each cluster-
ing view consists of multiple clusters that partition the data,
and an alternative view means another partitioning of the
data. Thus, cluster quality and alternativeness, in our case,
is defined in terms of data partitionings; and the features or

low-dimensional subspace in each view describes the sub-
space which defines the notion of similarity on which the
samples are partitioned. Subspace clustering, on the other
hand, defines cluster quality based on each individual clus-
ter embedded in its own subspace.

1.2 Contributions of This Work

Learning from all these initial attempts to address this
new clustering paradigm, we advance the field in the fol-
lowing way. We address finding multiple alternative
views, as in Cui et al. [6], [7]. We utilize an independence
criterion to evaluate alternativeness/non-redundant
views. Our criterion can measure nonlinear dependencies,
making it more flexible than the orthogonalization
approach [6] and the sum-squared-distance approach [9];
both of these approaches capture only linear dependen-
cies. Moreover, we endow our method with an adjustable
parameter to tradeoff the quality of clustering and alter-
nativeness. This is similar in spirit to previous work [9],
[10], [13], but differs in that our approach does not need
to estimate probability distributions or make restrictive
assumptions regarding these distributions. We achieve
this by using a kernel dependence measure, the Hilbert-
Schmidt independence criterion (HSIC) [3], to quantify
alternativeness between clustering solutions. Moreover,
we both find an alternative clustering and the lower-
dimensional subspace in which this clustering resides in a
single optimization formulation; in contrast, previous
work [6], [9] finds the transformed space first, then applies
a clustering algorithm. In addition, while [5], [10], [13]
find an alternative clustering in the original space; our
approach finds alternative clusterings in an alternative
projected (potentially lower-dimensional) spaces. An
additional benefit of our formulation is that in the special
case of using a linear kernel, our approach can be solved
via an eigen-decomposition. Furthermore, if we do not
need to obtain the low-dimensional subspace explicitly
but only need to learn the cluster embeddings, our
method also reduces to an eigenvalue problem.

A preliminary version of the work reported here first
appeared in [23]. That work differs from the current paper
in that it focuses on discovering the different clusterings
simultaneously; this manuscript introduces approaches for
discovering alternative clusterings iteratively. Moreover, we
provide connections and comparisons between these alter-
native modes of discovery (simultaneous and iterative).
Finally, we identify two special cases of particular interest
which can be solved via eigen-decomposition and present
empirical comparisons between these special cases and the
general case.

1.3 Organization of This Paper

In Section 2, we present our general formulation for discov-
ering alternative clusterings. In Section 3, we discuss the spe-
cial case of linear kernels and show that this leads to an
eigenvalue problem. In Section 4, we present another special
case in which only a cluster embedding is desired and show
that this also leads to an eigenvalue problem. In Section 5, we
explore experimentally the various settings for alternative
clustering discovery: (1) simultaneous versus iterative
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discovery, (2) dimensionality reduction versus none (origi-
nal space), and (3) sufficient dimensionality reduced sub-
space versus embedding view. Then, in Section 7 we present
an empirical study of our iterative approach compared to
other methods on synthetic and real data. Finally, we report
our conclusions in Section 8.

2 ITERATIVE DISCOVERY OF ALTERNATIVE

CLUSTERINGS

Given a current partitioning or clustering solution P0, the
goal is to find an alternative partitioning Pt. A partitioning
Pt here denotes a set of clusters fC1; . . . ; Ccg. The number of
possible partitionings of a data set of size n is very large (it
is given by the Bell number), but not all of these groupings
are meaningful. We would like to find an alternative parti-
tioning Pt that is of good quality and that is novel (meaning,
different or non-redundant) when compared to the current
partitioning P0 so as to provide a possibly new discovery to
the analyst. When additional alternative clusterings are
desired, the process continues—searching for an alternative
partitioning Pt given all the previous partitionings fPjg,
where j ¼ t� 1; . . . ; 0, up to t equal to the number of
desired alternative solutions, v.

2.1 Formulation

Let our n data samples be denoted fx1; . . . ; xng, with each xi

a column vector in IRd, and X ¼ ½x1; . . . ; xn�T 2 IRn�d repre-
sent our data matrix, where ð�ÞT is the transpose of a matrix.
Given an existing clustering solution, P0, let us define a clus-
ter labeling matrix Y0 of size n by c, where n is the number
of instances and c is the number of clusters. If xi belongs to
cluster j in P0, yij ¼ 1, otherwise it is 0. Similarly, let us
define a cluster labeling matrix U for the alternative parti-
tioning Pt. At iteration t, we consider fPjg (j ¼ t� 1; . . . ; 0)
as the previously found partitionings. At this point, we now
have more than one existing clustering solutions. We repre-
sent this multiple existing clusterings by augmenting all the
existing cluster labeling matrices in a single matrix
Y ¼ ½Y0; . . . ; Yt�1� which is now of size n by

Pt�1
j¼0 cj (Yj is the

cluster labeling matrix and cj is the number of clusters per
iteration). Thus, in each iteration, we are given a matrix Y
(representing all the previously presented solutions) and
our goal is to find an alternative clustering solution U that is
both novel and of good quality.

2.1.1 Cluster Quality and Spectral Clustering

There are many ways to define the quality of clusters result-
ing in a variety of clustering algorithms in the literature [1],
[24]. In this paper, we focus on spectral clustering because it
is a flexible clustering algorithm that is applicable to differ-
ent types of data and makes relatively weak assumptions
on cluster shapes (clusters need not be convex or homoge-
neous). Spectral clustering can be presented from different
points of view [25]; here, we focus on the graph partitioning
viewpoint. We are given a set of n data samples,
fx1; . . . ; xng, with each xi a column vector in IRd, and we are
given a set of similarities, fkijg, between all pairs xi and xj,
where kij � 0. Let G ¼ fV;Eg be a graph, with V ¼ fv1; . . . ;
vng the set of vertices and E the set of edges. Each vertex vi

in this graph represents a data sample xi, with the similari-
ties kij treated as edge weights. When there is no edge
between vi and vj, kij ¼ 0. Let us represent the similarity
matrix as a matrixK with elements kij. This matrix is gener-
ally obtained from a kernel function, examples of which are
the Gaussian kernel (kðxi; xjÞ ¼ expð� xi � xj

�� ��2=2s2Þ) and
the polynomial kernel (kðxi; xjÞ ¼ ðxi � xj þ cÞp).

The goal of spectral clustering is to partition the data
fx1; . . . ; xng into k disjoint groups, C1; . . . ; Ck, such that the
similarity of the samples between groups is low, and the
similarity of the samples within groups is high. There are
several objective functions that capture this desideratum;
in this paper we focus on the normalized cut objective. The
k-way normalized cut, NCutðGÞ, is defined as follows:

NCutðC1; . . . ; CkÞ ¼
Pk

c¼1
cutðCc;V nCcÞ

volðCcÞ , where the cut between

sets A;B � V , cutðA;BÞ, is defined as cutðA;BÞ¼Pvi2A;vj2B
kij, the degree, di, of a vertex, vi 2 V , is defined as di ¼Pn

j¼1 kij, the volume of set A � V , volðAÞ, is defined as

volðAÞ ¼Pi2A di, and V nA denotes the complement of A.

In this objective function, note that cutðCc; V nCcÞ measures
the between-cluster similarity and the within-cluster simi-
larity is captured by the normalizing term volðCcÞ. The
next step is to rewrite NCutðGÞ using an indicator matrix
U of cluster membership of size n by k and to note that
NCutðGÞ takes the form of a Rayleigh coefficient in U .
Relaxing the indicator matrix to allow its entries to take on
any real value, we obtain a generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem. That is, the problem reduces to the problem

max
U2Rn�k

trðUTD�1=2KD�1=2UÞ

s.t. UTU ¼ I;
ð1Þ

where trðÞ stands for trace of a matrix. The solution is to set U
equal to the k eigenvectors corresponding to the largest k
eigenvalues of the matrix D�1=2KD�1=2. This yields the spec-

tral embedding. Based on this embedding, the discrete parti-

tioning of the data is obtained from a “rounding” step. One

specific rounding algorithm, due to Ng et al. [26], is based on

renormalizing each row of U to have unit length and then

applying K-means to the rows of the normalized matrix. We

then assign each xi to the cluster that the row ui is assigned to.

2.1.2 Novelty and HSIC

To ensure that the alternative clustering is novel compared
to existing clustering solutions, we minimize the depen-
dence between the transformed data XW 2 IRn�q in the
alternative view and the existing clustering solutions Y . W
is a d by q transformation matrix which transforms the data
X with dimension d to a lower dimensional space with
dimension q. The work [6] applies orthogonal projection to
find an alternative view; however, orthogonal projection
only captures linear dependencies; similarly the work [9]
use sum-of-squared distance to measure dependence,
which also only captures linear dependence. Gondek and
Hofmann [4] utilize a conditional information bottleneck to
capture nonlinear dependence, but this requires estimating
the joint probability distribution. In this paper, we measure
dependence in terms of a kernel dependence measure, the
Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion [3]. This criterion
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measures dependence by mapping variables into a repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) such that correlations
measured in that space correspond to high-order joint
moments between the original distributions [27]. This
approach is able to estimate dependence between variables
without explicitly estimating the joint distribution of the
random variables and without having to apply discretiza-
tion to continuous variables. We now describe this method
in some detail.

Consider X and Y to be two domains with samples ðx; yÞ
that are drawn from these two domains. Let us define a
mapping fðxÞ from x 2 X to kernel space F , such that the
inner product between vectors in that space is given by a
kernel function k1ðx; x0Þ ¼ fðxÞ;fðx0Þh i. Let G be a second
kernel space on Y with kernel function k2ð�; �Þ and mapping
’ðyÞ. A linear cross-covariance operator Cxy : G ! F
between these feature maps is defined as: Cxy ¼ Exy½ðfðxÞ�
mxÞ 	 ð’ðyÞ � myÞ�, where 	 is the tensor product. The Hil-
bert-Schmidt norm �k k2HS of this cross-covariance operator
defines the HSIC measure of dependence between two ran-
dom variables, x and y, as follows:

HSICðpxy;F ;GÞ ¼ Cxy

�� ��2
HS

¼ Ex;x0;y;y0 ½k1ðx; x0Þk2ðy; y0Þ�
þEx;x0 ½k1ðx; x0Þ�Ey;y0 ½k2ðy; y0Þ�
� 2Ex;y½Ex0 ½k1ðx; x0Þ�Ey0 ½k2ðy; y0Þ��:

Given n observations Z :¼ fðx1; y1Þ; . . . ; ðxn; ynÞg, we can esti-

mate the HSIC by

HSICðZ;F ;GÞ ¼ ðn� 1Þ�2trðK1HK2HÞ; (2)

where K1; K2 2 Rn�n are the Gram matrices K1;ij ¼ k1
ðxi; xjÞ, K2;ij ¼ k2ðyi; yjÞ, and Hij ¼ dij � n�1 centers the

Gram matrix to have zero mean in the feature space. To ensure

that subspaces in different views provide non-redundant infor-

mation, we use HSIC to penalize for dependence between data

in these subspaces.

Fig. 1 shows an illustrative example suggesting why
HSIC is better than correlation for capturing high order
dependencies between two random variables. In Fig. 1a, x
and y are linearly correlated with some noise. In Figs. 1a
and 1c, two variables are uncorrelated but dependent. In
Fig. 1d, they are independent. The HSIC values are 0:53,
0:41, 0:14 and 0 respectively, whereas, the correlation coeffi-
cient values are 0:81, 0, 0 and 0 respectively. This figure

confirms that compared to the correlation coefficient, HSIC
is better in measuring the dependence between variables
because it takes higher-order moments into account.

2.1.3 Relation between HSIC and Spectral Clustering

In this section, we show that spectral clustering can be
expressed as the HSIC between the variable x and the
embedding U as indicated in [28], [29]. Let K1 ¼
D�1=2KD�1=2 be the kernel defined by x, whereK is the simi-
larity kernel with elements kij ¼ kðxi; xjÞ. K2 ¼ UUT be the
second kernel defined by embedding U . For notational con-
venience, let us assume that K1 and K2 are centered and
ignore the scaling factor ðn� 1Þ�2, and use HSICðX;UÞ ¼
trðK1K2Þ. Then,

HSICðX;UÞ ¼ trðD�1=2KD�1=2UUT Þ
¼ trðUTD�1=2KD�1=2UÞ;

which is the spectral clustering objective.

2.1.4 Learning the Low-Dimensional Subspace

When we search for quality alternative clustering U ,
unlike standard spectral clustering which utilizes all the
original features to compute the kernel similarity matrix
K between samples, here we compute the kernel similar-
ity in a reduced dimensional subspace W (W is d by q,
where q < d) as follows:

kij ¼ kðWTxi;W
TxjÞ:

In this paper, we refer to this subspace as a sufficient

dimensionality reduced subspace. This notion allows us to

search for alternative clustering solutions in different subspace

views W . We incorporate learning of the subspace in our

approach to learning an alternative clustering because we

observe that in real data, different subspaces provide different

clustering interpretations.

2.1.5 Overall Objective

Given a matrix Y (representing all the previously presented
solutions), we find an alternative clustering solution U in
subspaceW that is both novel and of good quality by optimiz-
ing the following:

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Illustrative example comparing HSIC with correlation coefficient, r: (a) x and y are linearly correlated with some noise (HSIC ¼ 0:53, r ¼ 0:81),
(b) uncorrelated but dependent (HSIC ¼ 0:41, r ¼ 0), (c) uncorrelated but dependent (HSIC ¼ 0:14, r ¼ 0), (d) independent (HSIC¼ 0, r ¼ 0).
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max
U;W

HSICðXW;UÞ � � HSICðXW;Y Þ

s.t. UTU ¼ I

WTW ¼ I:

(3)

Equivalently, we can express the first term using the spectral

clustering criterion as follows:

max
U;W

trðUTD�1=2KD�1=2UÞ � �HSICðXW;Y Þ

s:t: UTU ¼ I

kij ¼ kðWTxi;W
TxjÞ

WTW ¼ I;

(4)

where I is the identity matrix.

Maximizing (3) and equivalently (4) is achieved when the
first term is large (large dependence between XW and clus-
tering U which implies a good clustering) and the second
term is small (small dependence between XW and existing
clusterings Y which implies not much similarity to Y ). The
first term measures cluster quality while the second term
measures novelty. Note that the kernel similarity matrixK is
defined in subspace W . � is a regularization parameter that
controls the tradeoff between these two criteria.

2.2 Optimization

We optimize the objective function 6 by alternately optimiz-
ing the relaxed clustering indicator matrix U and the trans-
formation matrixW in two steps as follows:

AssumingW fixed, we optimize for U . With projection oper-
ators W fixed, we can calculate the similarity and degree
matrices K and D. Similar to spectral clustering, here we
relax the indicator matrix U to take on real values. The prob-
lem now becomes a continuous optimization problem
resulting in an eigenvalue problem. The solution for U is
equal to the first k eigenvectors (corresponding to the larg-
est k eigenvalues) of the matrix D�1=2KD�1=2, where k is the
number of clusters in the alternative clustering solution.
Note that unlike applying spectral clustering in the pro-
jected space WTx, this optimization step stops here; it
retains U as a real-valued matrix and does not need to
explicitly assign the cluster membership to the samples.

Assuming U fixed, we optimize forW . Interestingly, when U
is fixed, the objective can be written in the following form:

X
ij

gijkij ¼
X
ij

uT
i uj

didj
� �~yij

� �
kij; (5)

optimized under the constraint WTW ¼ I, where uij are the

elements of U , ui ¼ ½ui1 . . .uik�T (the soft cluster assignment

for sample i), dii are the diagonal elements of D, di ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
dii

p ,

and kij ¼ kðWTxi;W
TxjÞ. The first term in 4, trðUTD�1=2K

D�1=2UÞ ¼ trðD�1=2UUTD�1=2KÞ using the cyclic property of

the trace function. The elements of ðD�1=2UUTD�1=2Þij ¼
uT
i
uj

didj
. Let A be an arbitrary matrix, trðAKÞ ¼Pij aijkji.

Since our kernel matrix K is symmetric, the first term can

be expressed as
P

ij

uT
i
uj

didj
kij. Let KY be the kernel for the

label matrix Y (in our experiments, we used a linear kernel).

The second term can be expressed as trðKYHKHÞ ¼
trðHKYHKÞ ¼ P

ij ~yijkij, where ~yij are the elements of

HKYH. Thus, we arrive at formulation 5. The objective

becomes a linear combination of kernel functions with coef-

ficients gij. Basically, gij is the normalized embedding of

this alternative clustering minus the labeling in other cluster-

ing views. The labeling kernel in other views is used to

penalize the dependence on previous clustering views.

With U fixed, optimizing the objective with respect to W
is a nonlinear optimization problem with orthonormality
constraints. We utilize a dimension growth algorithm, intro-
duced in [29], to optimize for W . First, we set the
dimensionality of the subspace to be one, and we let w1

denote a vector spanning that subspace. We use gradient
ascent to optimize w1, where w1 is initialized by random
projection and normalized to have unit norm. We then
increase the dimensionality by one and optimize for w2. w2

is initialized by random projection, then projected to the
space orthogonal to w1, and finally normalized to have unit
norm. We decompose the gradient of w2 into two parts,

rf ¼ rfproj þrf?; (6)

whererfproj is the projection ofrf onto the space spanned by

w1 and w2, and rf? is the component orthogonal to rfproj
(rfproj ? rf?). rf? is normalized to have norm one. We

update w2 according to the following equation:

w2;new ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a2

p
w2;old þ arf?: (7)

The step size a > 0 is set by line search satisfying the two

Wolfe conditions [30]

FðaÞ � Fð0Þ þ a1aF
0ð0Þ;

kF0ðaÞk 
 a2F
0ð0Þ; ð8Þ

where Fð�Þ is a univariate function

FðaÞ ¼
X
ij

gijk
�� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� a2
p

w2;old þ arf?
�T

xi;� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a2

p
w2;old þ arf?

�T
xj

�
;

and where 0 < a1 < 1 and 0 < a2 < 1. We repeat Equation

(7) until convergence. Because w1 and w2 are initially set to be

orthonormal and w2 is updated according to the above equa-

tion, w2 and w1 will remain orthonormal. wj is optimized in

the same way; it is updated orthogonal to w1; w2; . . . ; wj�1.

Once we have the desired number of dimensions q, we repeat

Equation (7) for each wj, j ¼ 1; . . . ; q until convergence.
We repeat these two steps iteratively until conver-

gence. After convergence, we obtain the discrete cluster-
ing by using K-means in the embedding space U .
Algorithm 1 provides a summary of our approach. We
call this general approach kernel dimension alternative clus-
tering (KDAC).

2.2.1 Example Kernels

To make the steps concrete, we provide details for the exam-
ples of Gaussian and polynomial kernels.

For the Gaussian kernel, we can rewrite the optimization
problem in Step 2 as follows:
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max
W

X
ij

gij exp �DxT
ijWWTDxij

2s2

 !
s.t. WTW ¼ I;

ð9Þ

where Dxij is the vector xi � xj, and DxT
ijWWTDxij is the

l2-norm of xi � xj in the subspace defined byW . This objective

function can be expressed as

max
W

X
ij

gij exp � trðWTDxijDx
T
ijW Þ

2s2

 !
s.t. WTW ¼ I;

ð10Þ

or

max
W

X
ij

gij exp �wT
1Aijw1 þ wT

2Aijw2 þ � � �
2s2

� �
s.t. WTW ¼ I;

ð11Þ

where wl is the lth column of W , and Aij is the d� d positive

semidefinite matrix DxijDx
T
ij. In this step, we assume gij is

fixed. Note that wT
l Aijwl is a convex function. Thus, the sum-

mation of wT
l Aijwl is convex. The function expð�yÞ is decreas-

ing, so expð� wT
1
Aijw1þwT

2
Aijw2þ���

2s2
Þ is a concave function. The

components wl are mutually orthogonal and have norm one.

Unfortunately, due to the orthonormality constraints on W ,

the optimization problem is not concave. The dimension

growth algorithm aims to solve this problem. We rewrite the

objective as

max
W

X
ij

gij exp �wT
1Aijw1

2s2

� �
exp �wT

2Aijw2

2s2

� �
. . . : (12)

With w1 fixed, we can absorb the term with w1 into the coeffi-

cient. Taking the derivative with respect to w2, we getX
ij

�gij
1

s2
gðw1Þ exp �wT

2Aijw2

2s2

� �
Aijw2; (13)

where gðw1Þ is expð� wT
1
Aijw1

2s2
Þ.

For the polynomial kernel with degree p, we can rewrite
the objective as follows:

max
W

X
ij

gij

��
WTxi

�T
WTxj þ 1

�p
s.t. WTW ¼ I:

(14)

This is equivalent to the following:

max
W

X
ij

gij

�
wT

1Bijw1 þ � � � þ wT
l Bijwl þ 1

�p
s.t. WTW ¼ I;

(15)

where wl is the lth column of W , and Bij is the d� d matrix

xix
T
j . In this step, we assume gij is fixed. We then apply the

dimension growth algorithm to solve this problem. With w1

fixed, we can absorb the term with wT
1Bijw1 into the constant

in the polynomial kernel. Taking the derivative with respect to

w2, we get

X
ij

gijd
�
wT

2Bijw2 þ gðw1Þ þ 1
�p�1�

Bij þBT
ij

�
w2; (16)

where gðw1Þ is wT
1Bijw1.

2.2.2 Discussion of Convergence

The dimension growth algorithm will converge to a local
optimum. The algorithm is based on Equation (7), with
a > 0 satisfying the two Wolfe conditions. We have hrf?;
rfðwÞi ¼ hrf?;rf? þrfproji ¼ hrf?;rf?i � 0, thus rf?
is an ascent direction (i.e., it gives fðwnewÞ > fðwoldÞ). The
algorithm will generate a sequence of w with
fðwnÞ > fðwn�1Þ > fðwn�2Þ . . . : The objective function is
upper bounded in both steps. In Step 1, the objective is
bounded because the eigenvalues of a normalized similarity
matrix are bounded. In Step 2, if each element in the kernel
similarity matrix is bounded, the objective is bounded. For

the Gaussian kernel, expð� wTAw
2s2

Þ 
 1. For the polynomial

kernel, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, ðxT
i WWTxjþ

1Þp 
 ðjxT
i WWTxjj þ 1Þp 
 ðjWTxikWTxjj þ 1Þp 
 ðjxikxjj þ

1Þp. This kernel is then bounded for finite p if each original
input xi is finite. Assuming these conditions hold, the algo-
rithm will converge to a local optimum.

2.2.3 Implementation Details

Our approach is dependent on initialization. Our suggested
initialization procedure is to start by setting the kernel simi-
larity based on all the features Wð0Þ ¼ I. We then calculate
the alternative embedding U using all of the features.

Calculating the kernel similarity matrix K and the eigen-
decomposition of K can be time consuming. Suppose we
have n instances, the complexity of calculating K itself is
Oðn2Þ and the eigen-decomposition of K has complexity
Oðn3Þ. Since the eigenvalues of the kernel similarity matrix
drops very fast, we can find low-rank approximations of the
kernel similarity matrix with rank s (s � n). Here, we use
incomplete Cholesky decomposition [27] giving us an
approximate similarity matrix eK. The complexity of calcu-
lating this matrix is Oðns2Þ, where n is the number of data
points, s is the size of the Cholesky factor eG, where
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eK ¼ eG eGT . We set s such that the approximate error is less
than � ¼ 10�4. Thus, the complexities of the eigen-decompo-
sition and derivative computations are now Oðns2Þ and
OðnsÞ. The complexity of the overall algorithm is
Oððns2 þ nsrdÞtÞ, where d is the reduced dimensionality, r
is the number of steps in the gradient ascent in Step 2, and t
is the number of overall iterations.

3 EIGEN-DECOMPOSITION SOLUTION WITH LINEAR
KERNELS

For the special case of linear kernels, the approach leads
to an eigenvalue problem that provides us with a global
solution. With linear kernels, the objective of spectral
clustering is equivalent to the PCA objective if we ignore
the normalizing degree matrix. In the linear case, the
spectral embedding U is a linear transformation of data
U ¼ XW . Note that in [31], it has been shown that PCA is
the continuous solution to the K-means algorithm. Setting
the kernel similarity matrix to K ¼ XXT and assuming X
is zero-centered, the spectral objective term for cluster
quality becomes

trðUTKUÞ ¼ trðWTXTXXTXWÞ
¼ trðWTS2WÞ;

where S is the covariance matrix of the data. With a linear

kernel, the empirical estimate for HSIC between XW and

Y becomes

HSICðXW; Y Þ ¼ trðK1K2Þ ¼ trðXWWTXTYY T Þ
¼ trðWTXTYY TXWÞ;

whereK1 andK2 are the Gram matrices for the data and label-

ing respectively. The overall objective is

max
W

trðWTS2WÞ � �trðWTXTYY TXWÞ
s.t. WTW ¼ I:

(17)

The solution for W is the first q eigenvectors of matrix

S
2 � �XTYY TX. We then cluster the transformed data

U ¼ XW using K-means. A summary of this algorithm is

provided in Algorithm 2. We call this approach

KDAClinear to emphasize that it is a linear variant of our

general framework.

4 EIGEN-DECOMPOSITION FORMULATION IN

FINDING AN ALTERNATIVE EMBEDDING VIEW

In the previous section, we minimize the dependence
between the transformed data and existing labeling
HSICðWTX; Y Þ. For alternative clustering, if we are not
interested in learning a low-dimensional subspace W , we
can simply minimize the embedding and labeling directly
using HSICðU; Y Þ. In the discrete partitioning step in spec-
tral clustering, we apply K-means in the embedding space
U . This makes the assumption that the cluster boundaries in
U have a linear structure. We thus find it is reasonable to
use the linear kernel for HSICðU; Y Þ. HSIC can be expressed
as trðUUTYY T Þ. The overall objective becomes

max
U

trðUTD�1=2KD�1=2UÞ � �trðUTYY TUÞ
s.t. UTU ¼ I:

(18)

Note that K is the Gram matrix defined in all the original fea-

tures. This is an eigenvalue problem. The solution for the alter-

native clustering embedding U is then the first q eigenvectors of
the matrix D�1=2KD�1=2 � �YY T . We then cluster in the

embedding space U . Algorithm 3 gives a summary of the pro-

cedure. We call this approach KDACembedding to emphasize

that it is an embedding variant of our general model.

5 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS

ALTERNATIVE CLUSTERING SCENARIOS

In this section, we present some experiments with synthetic
data that explore some of the dimensions of variation of sol-
utions to the multiple alternative non-redundant clustering
problem. In particular, we compare and contrast (1) simul-
taneous and iterative approaches, (2) methods that search
for clusterings in the original space versus those that search
in reduced dimensionality subspaces, and (3) methods that
are based on sufficient dimensionality reduction versus
based on embedding.

5.1 Simultaneous versus Iterative Approaches

Given data, one can discover multiple clusterings either
simultaneously or iteratively. In general, the choice of
approach is driven by the exploratory analysis situation the
data analyst faces. If the data analyst has some existing clus-
tering solutions that are known and would like to search for
alternative solutions, then iterative approaches are appro-
priate. Otherwise, either approach is applicable.
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Generally, one can convert a simultaneous approach to
an iterative one by setting the number of views to t and set-
ting the t� 1 clustering views equal to the previously found
or existing clustering solutions.

Besides mechanistic differences, these two approaches
lead to different biases in the cluster structures they dis-
cover. Because simultaneous approaches discover multi-
ple clusterings at the same time, they provide a global
perspective to optimizing the multiple alternatives and
tend to prefer balanced clusterings. In contrast, because
iterative methods sequentially find clustering solutions
which is essentially a sequential search strategy, they
tend to greedily favor and find the more dominant clus-
ter structure first. We test this intuition by designing a
synthetic experiment as follows. We generate a synthetic
data with 200 equal variance features and two clustering
views based on two feature subsets. Each clustering
view has three Gaussian clusters with identity covarian-
ces. We associate “strength” or “dominance” of a cluster-
ing by the number of features in this clustering view.
We generated several data sets by varying the number
of features utilized to create each clustering view. We
then compare the results of a simultaneous version of
our multiple clustering approach [23] and the iterative
algorithm (KDAC) described in this paper (Algorithm 1).

In Fig. 2, we plot the normalized mutual information
(NMI) [32] between the clustering results for the simulta-
neous method (magenta line with circle symbol) and the
iterative method (black line with plus symbol) compared
to the true cluster labeling in view 1 as the number of fea-
tures in view 1 is increased. Let U be the alternative clus-

tering and L be the known labels, NMIðL; UÞ ¼ IðL;UÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HðLÞHðUÞ

p ,

where IðL; UÞ is the mutual information between L and
U , and HðLÞ and HðUÞ are the entropies of L and U
respectively. The higher the NMI value, the more similar
the clustering and the labels are. In Fig. 2, we observe
that when the underlying clustering structures are more
balanced, i.e., when the number of features in each view
are equal, the simultaneous approach works well as
reflected by high NMI values in the middle portion of the
x-axis. On the other hand, the iterative approach works
well when the underlying cluster structures are imbal-
anced (i.e., one view is more dominant than the other) as

reflected by high NMI values for the black curve in the
extreme (left or right) portions of the x-axis. In summary,
simultaneous approaches provide a global perspective
and works well when the views are balanced; whereas,
iterative approaches are greedy and finds the more domi-
nant cluster structures first. Iterative methods work well
when the underlying clustering views are imbalanced.

5.2 Importance of Dimensionality Reduction

[5], [13], [10] and [12] explore alternative clustering solu-
tions using all of the original features. In this paper, we
allow the clustering solutions in different alternative views
to reside in different low-dimensional subspaces. In this sec-
tion, we investigate when incorporating dimensionality
reduction in searching for alternative clustering views is
beneficial and when it is not.

We generate a synthetic experiment as follows. Let the
original dimension be 100. We generate two clustering
views from two feature subspaces and create multiple such
synthetic data sets by varying the overlapping levels
between the two feature subspaces. An overlap of zero
means that the two views have disjoint features with 50 fea-
tures each; overlap of 0:3 means that 30 features are com-
mon to the clustering views.

In Fig. 3, we show the NMI results of our method
with view 1 in magenta with circle symbol and the NMI
results for decorrelated K-means [12] in red with asterisk
symbol. The results confirm that dimensionality reduc-
tion helps (and indeed, importantly, leads to an increase
in average NMI of different clusterings from less than
0:6 to 1) when the clustering views reside in different
subspaces. When the overlap in features is high,
dimensionality reduction is not needed.

5.3 Embedding versus Sufficient Dimensionality
Reduced Subspace

We can reduce the dimension by either finding a lower
dimensional embedding U (Algorithm 3, KDACembedding) or
a sufficient lower dimensional subspace W (Algorithm 1,
KDAC). The first approach, KDACembedding, has the advan-
tage of leading to an eigen-decomposition whose relaxed
clustering/embedding solution is guaranteed to achieve the

Fig. 3. The NMI values with respect to view 1 for different overlapping
level of feature subspaces: our method (KDAC) is shown in magenta
with “circle” sign; and decorrelated kmeans is shown in red with
“asterisk” sign.

Fig. 2. The NMI value of the results: the simultaneous method with view
1 is shown in magenta with “circle” sign; and the iterative method with
view 1 is shown in black with “plus” sign.
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global optimum. However, the embedding method is not as
robust to noise compared to finding a sufficient lower
dimensional subspaceW because KDAC also learns the ker-
nel by learning the low-dimensional subspace in which the
cluster embedding lies.

To demonstrate this, we generate synthetic data as fol-
lows. We generated two clustering views from subspaces,
s1 and s2, both with underlying dimensionality two. We
then transform this underlying subspace, s ¼ ½s1; s2�, to a
higher dimensional space of dimensionality ten by random
projection R and adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise:
Rsþ noise. Assume the cluster labeling in view 1 (s1) is
given. We discover the second clustering in the data. We
generate several data sets as we vary the noise level. In
Fig. 4, we plot the NMI results of alternative sufficient
dimensionality reduced subspace, KDAC, with respect to
view 2 (in magenta with circle symbol), and the NMI results
for alternative embedding, KDACembedding, with view 2 (in
red). We observe that as the noise level increases, the NMI
value of the embedding method decreases faster than the
sufficient dimensionality reduction method.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we perform experiments on both synthetic
and real data to investigate whether our algorithm gives
reasonable alternative clustering solutions with high qual-
ity. We first test our method on synthetic data sets in Sec-
tion 6.1 to get a better understanding of the method. Then
we test our method on real data in Section 6.2. In particular,
we perform experiments on a face image, two image seg-
mentation tasks and text data. We compare our kernel
dimension reduction alternative clustering (KDAC) method
and two variations (KDAClinear and KDACembedding) against
five recently proposed algorithms for alternative clustering:
the conditional information bottleneck (CIB) approach [4],
COALA [5], orthogonal projection clustering (OP) [6], the
constrained optimization of the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (cons-KL) approach [9] and CAMI [13]. Finally, in
Section 6.3 we test our method’s ability to iteratively find
more than two clustering solutions on a synthetic data set
and a machine sound data set.

Evaluation Measures. The evaluation of clustering results
is a challenging problem. Two types of criteria are generally
used for measuring cluster quality: external and internal cri-
teria. External criteria measure the agreement between the
clustering result and an external input (usually from known
labels). Internal criteria, on the other hand, measure quality
based on characteristics of the data and the partitioning
result. Here, we evaluate our results on both type of criteria.
The external criteria serve two purposes in our setting. The
first purpose is to measure the dissimilarity with the exist-
ing clustering. The more dissimilar, the better the result is.
If the data set has two labelings, we consider the second
labeling as the alternative labeling. The second purpose is
to measure the similarity between the alternative clustering
solution and the second labeling. The higher the similarity,
the better the result is. We utilize the normalized mutual
information suggested in [32] and defined earlier in Sec-
tion 5.1 as our external measure.

Sometimes there is no external labeling available and in
this case internal criteria are used to evaluate the clustering
results by measuring cluster quality. However, clustering
algorithms generally optimize some internal criteria; thus,
internal criteria are necessarily biased to favor those algo-
rithms with the same objective. With this caveat in mind,
we nonetheless present these measures to give at least some
indication of cluster quality. We utilize two standard meas-
ures: mean-squared-error (MSE) and Dunn index (DI). MSE
is a widely used criterion for clustering which measures the
error of instances to its corresponding cluster centroid. It is
defined as MSE ¼ 1

n

Pc
j¼1

P
x2Cj

kx� mjk2, where n is the
number of instances and mj is the centroid of cluster Cj. To
make this criterion suitable for data with nonlinear struc-
ture, we also employ a kernel version of MSE, which is
defined as MSEkernel ¼ 1

n

Pc
j¼1

P
x2Cj

kðfðxÞ � mjÞk2, where
mj ¼ 1

nj

P
x2Cj

fðxÞ is the mean in kernel space, fðxÞ trans-
forms x to some nonlinear space and nj is the cardinality of
clustering Cj. Expanding the formula, the inner product in
the kernel version of MSE can be calculated using kernel
functions in the input space. Lower MSE values mean better
cluster quality. The Dunn index is a ratio of the between-
cluster separation normalized by the within-cluster dis-
tance. For a clustering C ¼ fc1; . . . ; ckg, where d : c �
c ! IRþ is a cluster-to-cluster distance and D : c ! IRþ is a
cluster diameter measure, the Dunn index is DIðCÞ ¼
mini6¼jfdðci;cjÞg
max1
l
kfDðclÞg. Higher values of this index indicate higher

quality. In all our experiments, the internal criteria are cal-
culated using all the original features.

6.1 Experiments on Synthetic Data

To get a better understanding of our method and test its
applicability, we first perform our approach on two syn-
thetic data sets. The first synthetic data set has two possible
clustering structures. The second synthetic data set has two
clusters with complex shapes. In this data set, we investi-
gate whether or not our approach can discover alternative
nonlinear structures. We apply the Gaussian kernel for
KDAC and KDACembedding on both data sets.

The first synthetic data set is generated from six features
with 600 instances (see Fig. 5). Three Gaussian clusters are
generated in features F1; F2f gwith 200, 200 and 200 instances

Fig. 4. NMI values with view 2 as the noise level is increased: alternative
sufficient dimensionality reduced subspace, KDAC, is shown in magenta
with “circle” symbol; and alternative embedding, KDACembedding is shown
in red with “asterisk” symbol.
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in each cluster. The other three Gaussian clusters are gener-
ated in features F3; F4f g with 200, 200 and 200 instances
respectively. The other two features are Gaussian noise with
variance equal to 10. We assume the first clustering view is
the existing clustering solution. Given this current labeling,
we apply the different methods to find the alternative clus-
tering. The second synthetic data set is generated from four
dimensions with 600 instances. Two nonlinear structures
reside in the two subspaces with two and three clusters
respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. The color and symbol of
points indicate cluster labelings. We use the labeling in fea-
tures F1; F2f g as the given existing clustering. Fig. 7 shows
the NMI results with the existing labeling (view 1) and the
NMI with the alternative labeling (view 2) for the different
methods. Low NMI with the existing (left) and high NMI
with the new clustering (right) are desired. For synthetic
data 1, all the methods work well, with KDAC and
KDAClinear obtaining the best results. For synthetic data 2,
KDAC and KDACembedding perform much better than the
other methods because of their ability to capture nonlinear
dependence.

6.2 Experiments on Real-World Data

We now test our method on four real-world data sets to see
whether our method can find meaningful alternative clus-
terings. We select data that have multiple possible partition-
ings. In particular, we test our method on a face image data
set, two image segmentation data sets and a web-page text
data set. We use a Gaussian kernel for the image data sets,
and a polynomial kernel with degree p ¼ 3 for the text data.

6.2.1 Experiments on Face Data

The face data set from UCI KDD repository [33] consists of
640 face images of 20 people taken at varying poses
(straight, left, right, up), expressions (neutral, happy, sad,
angry), eyes (wearing sunglasses or not). The two dominant
clusterings of this face data set are: the identity of the person
and their pose. Each person has 32 images with four equally
distributed poses. The image resolution is 32� 30. In sum-
mary, this results in a data set with 640 instances and 960
features. Each feature represents a pixel value. Given one
existing clustering solution, we test whether our method
can find the alternative clustering. In the experiment, we
use the person’s identity as the existing clustering solution
and pose as the alternative clustering.

Table 1 shows the results for all methods based on the
different evaluation measures: NMIe(#) measures similarity
with the existing clustering; NMIa(") measures similarity
with the alternative labeling; and MSE(#), MSEG(#), MSEP

(#), and DI(") are internal criteria that measure the cluster
quality of the alternative clusters. MSEG stands for MSE
with the Gaussian kernel and MSEP with the polynomial
kernel. (#) reminds us that lower values are desired and,
similarly, higher values for the (") are desired. We highlight
the best values in bold font. The results show that our meth-
ods, KDAC and variations, successfully find alternative
clusterings of the face data with higher NMIa(") values and
the best cluster internal criteria values compared to the

Fig. 5. Two alternative cluster labeling interpretations for synthetic data
1. The color and symbol indicate the labeling.

Fig. 6. Two alternative cluster labeling interpretations for synthetic data
2. The color and symbol indicate the labeling.

Fig. 7. Results on synthetic data.

TABLE 1
Results on the Face Data
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other five methods. We also have the lowest NMIe(#) simi-
larity with the existing clustering.

Given face identity as the current clustering, our
approach is able to find the alternative clustering based
on pose as shown in Fig. 8. This figure shows the mean
of each cluster discovered and the number below each
image is the percentage of time this pose appears in this

cluster. We show results for two different values of the
control parameter �. In our approach, KDAC, the param-
eter � allows us to control the tradeoff between cluster
quality and alternativeness. Cons-KL [9] also has a
parameter that controls the tradeoff between quality and
alternativeness. In practice during interactive explora-
tion, the control parameter can be tuned until a desired
alternative solution is provided. In Fig. 9, we compare
KDAC and cons-KL in terms of both MSE (to measure
cluster quality) and NMI with the existing clustering (to
measure novelty). The plot shows that KDAC is able to
discover better quality clusters (smaller MSE) than cons-
KL for the same level of alternativeness (NMI).

6.2.2 Experiments on Image Segmentation

Image data usually have a rich structure that can be inter-
preted in several ways. Figs. 10 and 11 show the Escher fish
and butterfly data sets respectively. Each pixel is treated as
a sample and there are three features corresponding to the
RGB color values of these pixels. The goal is to segment
the image into foreground and background (two clusters).
Note that there are several ways to segment these images.
There is no external labeling available for this data. Column
(b) of Figs. 10 and 11 show the result of spectral clustering
which we set as our existing clustering. We compare the dif-
ferent methods in terms of their NMIe(#) values with the
existing clustering and the quality of their alternative clus-
tering solution based on internal criterion measures, MSE
(#), MSEG(#), and DI(").

Tables 2 and 3 show the results for all methods based on
the different evaluation measures on the fish and butterfly
data respectively. The results show that our methods, KDAC
and variations, outperform the other methods in terms of
finding an alternative clustering that is most dissimilar with
the existing clustering in terms of NMI and the best in terms
of cluster qualitymeasures DI, MSE andMSEG.

In Figs. 10 and 11, columns (c) and (d) show two alterna-
tive clustering results based on different values of the

Fig. 8. Mean face images for each cluster discovered by KDAC.

Fig. 9. NMI with existing labeling versus mean-squared error. Blue solid curves are KDAC results and black dashed curves are cons-KL results.
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tradeoff parameter �. Column (c) images reveal alternatives
that capture a more textured pattern compared to the exist-
ing one in column (b). These segmentation results are more
novel with respect to the existing labeling (low NMIe) but
have low cluster quality (high MSE). Column (d) images
provide alternative segmentations that capture the fish or
butterflies from colors other than the existing one in column
(b). These segmentation results are less novel with respect
to the existing labeling (high NMIe) but have high cluster
quality (low MSE). In Fig. 9, we compare KDAC and cons-
KL in terms of both MSE (to measure cluster quality) and
NMI with the existing clustering (to measure novelty). The
plot shows that KDAC is able to discover better quality clus-
ters (smaller MSE and MSEG respectively) than cons-KL for
the same level of alternativeness (NMI) for the fish and but-
terfly data; but at higher NMI for the linear case and for the
fish data, cons-KL starts to have better MSE values.

6.2.3 Experiments on WebKB Text Data

The WebKB data set [34] is a sub-sample of 1; 041 html
documents from four universities: Cornell University,
University of Texas, Austin, University of Washington
and University of Wisconsin, Madison. These web pages
can be alternatively labelled as from four topics: course,
faculty, project and student. We preprocessed the data
by removing the rare words, stop words, and words

with low variances, retaining 350 words. We use the uni-
versity information as the existing clustering and the
web page’s topic as the alternative clustering. Results are
shown in Table 4. From Table 4, we see that our algo-
rithm with the polynomial kernel (KDAC) obtains the
highest NMI with the alternative labeling (topics) and
lowest NMI with the existing labeling (universities).

6.2.4 Summary of Results on Real-World Data

The results on face, fish, butterfly, and WebKB data
show that the proposed approach, KDAC, consistently
out-performs the competing methods. This is because
KDAC provides a more flexible model, able to capture
nonlinear dependence structures nonparametrically. In
contrast, OP only considers linear independence; CAMI
and cons-KL assume Gaussian mixture models; COALA
utilizes average linkage to measure similarity/dissimilar-
ity between clusters; and although CIB applies condi-
tional mutual information (which can model nonlinear
dependencies), it needs to learn and make parametric
assumptions regarding the joint distributions.

6.3 Multiple Alternative Clustering Solutions

In this section, we explore an application of our method to a
multiple iterative discovery process in which one finds

Fig. 10. Escher fish image data.

Fig. 11. Escher butterfly image data.

TABLE 3
Results for the Escher Butterfly Data

TABLE 2
Results for the Escher Fish Data
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multiple clustering solutions by iteratively computing alter-
native clusters given one or more previously discovered
clustering solutions. Among the competing methods, we
compare our method to orthogonal projection clustering [6],
cons-KL [9] and CAMI [13]. OP allows iteratively discover-
ing multiple solutions; cons-KL can be adapted to multiple
iterative solutions by accumulating constraints generated
by all previous clusterings; and CAMI can be adapted by
adding penalty for the mutual information of all the previ-
ous clustering results in its objective function.

We generate totally unsupervised multiple solutions by
first applying spectral clustering to give us the first parti-
tioning P0, then iteratively apply our nonlinear method to
find Pt given all previous clusterings, P0 to Pt�1. Orthogonal
projection iteratively generates solutions by first applying
PCA followed by K-means to get P0; then iteratively applies
orthogonal projection and PCA followed by K-means in the
orthogonal space until the desired number of views. For our
linear method, we first apply PCA followed by K-means to
get P0 to give us a fair comparison with OP and to be consis-
tent with being a linear model. In all the methods running
PCA, we set the reduced dimensionality so as to retain at
least 90 percent of the total variance.

We test these methods on a synthetic data set with three
independent cluster labelings and a machine sound data set
also with three known labelings. The synthetic data has 100
dimensionswith 1;000 instances and three independent clus-
tering solutions. In each feature set, (Fð1::30Þ, Fð31::60Þ and
Fð61::100Þ), random vectors with three Gaussian components
are generated. One of the projects in our lab is to classify dif-
ferent machine sounds inside buildings. We have collected
280machine sounds. We applied fast Fourier transformation
(FFT) on this data and selected 1;000 highest points in the fre-
quency domain as our features. In this data, there are three
kinds of machine sounds: pump, fan, motor. Each instance of
sound can be from one machine, or a mixture of two, or a
mixture of three machine types. We set pump versus no pump
as one clustering interpretation; fan versus no fan as another;
andmotor versus no motor as the third labeling.

Table 5 provides the NMI results of these two methods
on each of the possible labelings for both data sets. The
higher the NMI values the better. The results show that on
both data sets our algorithms are able to find clustering sol-
utions that match in terms of NMI with the different label-
ings better than competing methods. KDAClinear did much
better than KDAC on the synthetic data because this data
only requires linear relationships. Both KDAClinear and
orthogonal projection clustering only take linear relation-
ships into account. However, KDAClinear does better
because it considers both novelty and quality. Orthogonal

projection only accounts for novelty. On the machine sound
data, KDAC obtained the best match in terms of NMI
because this data has nonlinear structure and KDAC takes
nonlinear dependencies into account. Moreover, KDAC
does not need to estimate probability distributions or make
restrictive assumptions regarding these distributions.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a new methodology for allowing a user
to iteratively discover alternative clustering solutions given
previously discovered clustering structures for exploratory
data analysis. In finding alternative solutions, it is important
to find solutions that are both novel and of good cluster
quality. Our approach provides a flexible model that can
discover alternative clusters with complex shapes and
simultaneously learns the linear subspace in which the clus-
tering resides. These clusters are as independent as possible
from the previously learned solutions. We achieve this by
utilizing a kernel dependence criterion for assessing cluster
quality and similarity/dissimilarity between clustering sol-
utions. Moreover, for the special case of a linear kernel or
when we only search for an alternative embedding, we
obtain an eigenvalue problem. Our experiments on both
synthetic and real data show that our algorithm outper-
forms competing alternative clustering algorithms.
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